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What is 
Developer Relations?



A Friend



A friend
of developers who 
listening,
understanding,
and helping
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Helping web 
developers in 
a forum



Make sure 
people get 
answered

Duplicate questions

Lazy questions, need to clarify first 
before able to answers.

Finding information in a forum

Rude answers



Teach them 
how to solve 
their problem 
with the forum

Duplicate questions

Lazy questions, need to clarify first 
before able to answers.

Finding information in a forum

Rude answers



Easy come
Easy go

Duplicate questions

Lazy questions, need to clarify first 
before able to answers.

Finding information in a forum

Rude answers





Encourage and 
support developers to 
develop apps in a new  
platform



Start with 
your 
friends



Quality first 
before 
quantity



Empowering developers 
to contribute for their country



What are the 
ingredients that 
developers need to 
build solutions for 
election? 







Better
developer 
experiences

Better 
apps



What kind of apps 
they can build?



Problems + references = new ideas



● 41 apps
● 100M API hits



Building trust with 
Burmese developers 





A lot of companies 
just throw a 
competition or a 
hackathon without 
engage with the 
community first



Not everyone can 
speak English



Find the local heroes 
and let them lead you





in Indonesia when 
people treat you, you 
need to treat them 
back





Help the developers 
to understand 
the problems









Scaling 
through community in 
Indonesia



bit.ly/webunconfid18

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfSXwOkpGu0


bit.ly/webunconfid18



72 participants
27 leaders
11 cities
350K devs



You can’t understand 
the users without sit 
together.



I learned more 
insights from the 
court, coffee chats, 
and beer talks.



Language still 
a barrier





Telegram group for discussions



Help the community 
so the community will 
help you



Hengki
Founding Father

Giovanni
Co-organizer

Sofian
Co-organizer

Yohan
Co-organizer

Rizqi
Co-organizer

Riza
Co-organizer

Rozak
Volunteer

Resi
Volunteer

Adib
Volunteer

Febri
Volunteer

Herlambang
Volunteer

Agung
Co-organizer





DevRel Pattern



Inspire

Play

Build

Story



Inspire them by 
showing the pains, 
capabilities, values, 
and success stories





Event is great, but not 
scalable





Provide them 
a playground so they 
can practice



Inspire them by 
showing the pain 
points, capabilities, 
values, and success 
stories



Study group is the 
most effective way 
for practice





Support them to build 
a better product





Developer Experiences 
vs 

User Experiences



Record the impact 
and write a good 
story from it.





Be a friend, not an evangelist



Thanks!
Yohan Totting

       @tyohan
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